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HAZEL GROVE 

1. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

What did Maya do to wear her leg brace to school?             (        ) 

a. She wore a coat. 

b. She wore a bigger shoe on her left foot. 

c. She decorated the leg brace with a butterfly pattern. 

 

2. How did Maya feel about her leg brace? Tick (√) the correct answer. 

 Scared 

 Unsure 

 Sad 

 

3. Why do you think Samir looked sad when Maya pretended not to hear his 

question? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

4. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

What did Maya draw on her card?                (        ) 

a. Her friends 

b. Flowers of spring 

c. The autumn sky 

 

5. Which word tells us that Joan was moving very quickly across the room?  

 
 

6. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.  

 Statement True False 

(a) Maya felt brave after seeing Joan move in her 
wheelchair. 

  

(b) Gabriela wrote a story on her card.   

(c) Samir was paired up with Bob at Hazel Grove.   
 

Answers: 1.(b)     2. (√) Scared  (√)Unsure     3.Samir probably felt hurt that Maya was ignoring him.     4.(b)     5.”Whizzed”     6.(a)-True; (b)-False; (c)-True  
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THE FLYING TEST  

1. Which word in the introduction paragraph tells us Captain Everson had a 

well-known and respected career?  

 
 

2. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

At what age did the people usually get their flying license?    (        ) 

a. Before 13 years old 

b. 13 years old 

c. After 13 years old 

 

3. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.  

 Statement True False 

(a) Antrik had not communicated with his dad for a long 
time. 

  

(b) Antrik was worried about failing his flying test.   

(c) Antrik’s dad could eat hamburgers on his spaceship.   

 

4. How did Antrik’s flying test go? Tick (√) the correct answer(s).  

          He had no problem hovering. 

          He did a perfect aero parking. 

          He failed his flying test.           

 

5. Write 1, 2 and 3 in the blanks below to indicate the sequence in which the 

events happened. 

______ Antrik’s dad became a famous astronaut. 

______ Antrik’s dad failed his flying test.  

______ Antrik’s dad told Antrik about his flying test. 

 

6. If you had to tell your parents some bad news, how would you do it? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

Answers: 1.Illustrious     2.(a)     3.(a)-Faslse; (b)-True; (c)-False     4. (√) He had no problem hovering. (√) He failed his flying test.     5. (1) 

Antrik’s dad failed his flying test. (2)Antrik’s dad became a famous astronaut. (3) Antrik’s dad told Antrik about his flying test.      
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